
Preface for an
American Readership

The purpose of this Preface is to give readers—be they teachers, students or
just someone interested in learning a little mathematics at first-year university
level (but occasionally dipping below and rising above that level)—an idea
of the level of mathematical expertise needed for a ready understanding of
each of the chapters—or “Themes”, as they are called—of the present book.

First a few words about the absolute minimum level of mathematical
skill assumed throughout. The reader should have a fairly clear idea of
the number hierarchy N ⊂ Z ⊂ Q ⊂ R ⊂ C, perhaps with the exception of
the final inclusion. The concept of a function is crucial. The reader is also
expected to know the basic facts about quadratic equations and have a good
idea of the use of mathematical induction. The basic Euclidean geometry of
triangles and circles and coordinate geometry as it applies to these figures
and parabolas is also taken for granted in not a few places. Thus possibly a
Grade 12 mathematics student and certainly a first year university calculus
student should be able to come to grips with most of the material of this
book. The more difficult or advanced Themes might be used to at least pique
the interest of high-school students, even if the techniques for answering
the questions raised are perhaps outside the high-school curriculum. Several
Themes start off gently, so that the first page or two can be read with interest
and profit by everyone: these are Themes 1, 3, 4, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, and 22.

Robert Burns and Karen Saxe
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Author’s Preface

I have always been fascinated by the book “Proofs from THE BOOK” by
M. Aigner and G. M. Zigler. However, while most of the proofs that book
presents are indeed “elegant and amazing”, they tend not to be very easy; in
fact even the statements selected for proving are not so simple. The math-
ematical statements considered in the present book are, by contrast, con-
siderably more elementary. And furthermore, whereas the proofs of “Proofs
from THE BOOK” are really aimed only at professional mathematicians, the
beauty of the proofs contained in the present book can be appreciated by high
school teachers and students in schools offering more advanced mathemati-
cal instruction. It is precisely for this audience that this book is intended. It
aims at helping the teacher add variety to the lessons, and, I believe, should
bring the students to a better understanding of what mathematics is.

The book is divided into three parts. The title of Part 1, “Surprising
and Easy”, speaks for itself. Here are gathered intriguing mathematical facts
with the most striking proofs. Part 1 is by way of an introduction, where
the aim is to intrigue the reader. The other two parts are devoted to problem
solving: the problems of Part 2 involve only the standard concepts and facts
traditionally included in high school curricula, so that students may work
on these independently, while solving those of Part 3 will require a parallel
introduction to new concepts and ideas of proof. The Themes of Part 1 are
highly diverse—as indeed are those of Parts 2 and 3. Thus here the reader will
find: integer solutions of equations by geometric means (yielding surprising
answers); very short solutions of apparently difficult geometric problems,
obtained using analytic geometry; an unusual stereometric construction used
to solve a little known analogue of a well-known result of plane geometry;
an approximate solution of an unusual equation, obtained by means of the
calculus; and curious connections between the terms of three recurrence
sequences arising in the solution of a certain Theme 1 problem.
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